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Abstract: Provision of reliable rolling stock and infrastructure equipment is an 

important part in achieving high levels of safety. Therefore, the railway industry uses 
different methods and tools to improve the performance of different subsystems in 
order to ensure safety and reliability, which are the important factors for passengers 
and cargo transportation. Hence, reliability analysis is required to identify the 
bottlenecks in the system and find the components or subsystems with low reliability 
for a desired level of performance. This paper focuses on collection and analysis of 
field failure data over a period in Raja Passenger Train Company of Iran. The results 
of data analysis show that wheel sets is the bottleneck, and it utilizes the historical 
data of wheel sets to determine the reliability function. Thereafter, the reliability of 
each type of wheel sets are identified over different time intervals and which can be 
used to determine the appropriate time of preventive maintenance tasks. 
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1. Introduction 

Railway transportation system is experiencing an extensive transformation these days. 
Over the past few decades, the demand for railway transportation in Iran has increased 
tremendously. Provision of reliable rolling stock and infrastructure equipment is an 
important part in achieving high levels of safety. Therefore, the railway industry is 
looking for ways to improve the performance of subsystems in order to ensure safety and 
reliability of services. Today Railway Association of Iran and RAJA passenger trains 
Corporation are aimed at increasing quality, reliability and safety in the railway industry. 
Performance targets have become more exacting with time for both rolling stock and 
infrastructure components. Maintenance activities play an important role to offer these 
components a high level of availability. Such activities are elaborated and described by 
the manufacturers and designers which will be affected by environment condition. 
Therefore, it is an important consideration to identify appropriate time to maintain 
equipment, machines or other facilities which are supposed to work under different 
environments, situations or special conditions that have not been foreseen by the builders, 
to achieve high reliability. According to the existing practices, failure data analysis is 
helpful in identifying critical parts of a system and reliability analysis can play a 
substantial role in determining the appropriate time for maintenance activities [1].
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This paper focuses on collection and analysis of field failure data over a period of 
time in Raja Passenger Train Company of Iran.  It also discusses and presents the reliability 
analysis of critical subsystems of passenger coaches; it will help to achieve better 
maintenance planning and competitive advantages.  

In section 2 of this paper, an overview of the railway transportation and the structure 
of rolling stock industries in Iran and their responsibilities are presented. Section 3 
describes a case study which involves failure finding, data collection, data analysis, and 
reliability estimation. Section 4 concludes the paper.  

2.     RAJA Passenger Train Company   

The railway transportation system in Iran is classified into two categories i) the Railways 
of Islamic Republic of Iran (RAI) which is responsible for the whole railway 
infrastructures, tracks, buildings, freight fleet and locomotives , and ii) Raja passenger 
trains Company which is in charge of for passenger coaches. Raja was established as an 

independent governmental company in November 1996, with the RAI claiming a 100% 
stake at it. The company aims to secure qualitative and quantitative development of 
passenger traffic and increase customer satisfaction. Therefore, Raja Company has 
devoted special attention to the duration of journey, reliable schedule, reduction of delays 
and new services of trains and for executing the guarantee to all above features, the 
company has been paying compensation to the unsatisfied passengers. Aging fleet is one 
of the most important problems that the company is facing at present. Hence, the company 
attempts to prepare the fleet in the condition that they will be reliable during the service, 
with minimum failures. To meet this challenge, maintenance plays an important role to 
keep the passenger fleet in an acceptable level of readiness. The main objective of 
maintenance in railway is to increase customer satisfaction, profits and safety factors. 
These are achieved by minimizing plant downtime, improving quality, increasing 
productivity, and delivering orders to customers in a timely fashion. To achieving these 
goals, following maintenance strategies have been introduced in the railway industry: 

I-   Breakdown/Corrective Maintenance: This type of maintenance is only performed 
when the equipment breaks down. There is no element of planning for this type of 
maintenance. This is also resorted to when the extra cost of other types of maintenance 
activities cannot be justified. This type of strategy is sometimes referred to as a run to 
failure strategy [2]. 

II- Preventive Maintenance: Preventive maintenance is a planned maintenance 
performed to prevent potential failures. It can be implemented based on use, time or 
equipment condition. Time or use based preventive maintenance is performed on an 
hourly basis or on calendar basis. The specific routines as well as their frequencies to be 
carried out are known. In determining the frequency, knowledge about failure distribution 
or equipment reliability is usually needed [2]. 

III- Opportunity Maintenance: This type of maintenance as name implies is carried out 
when the opportunity arises. Such opportunities may arise during shutdown periods of a 
particular system [2]. 

IV-Design Modification: Design modification is carried out to bring a piece of 
equipment to an acceptable level of operating condition. It involves improvement and, 
occasionally, manufacturing and capacity expansion [2]. 

V-  Overhaul: Overhaul is the comprehensive examination and restoration of coaches or 
its major components to an acceptable condition. In Raja Co. each year in order to 
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promote the quality of services and according to some railway standards such as UIC, a 
number of coaches is overhauled; however, the schedule, quality and method of their 
overhaul will be different depending upon the type and age of the coaches [2].  
In the rolling stock industry, preventive maintenance is carried out to ensure maximum 
equipment availability and reliability. Preventive maintenance can be condition based or 
based on the historical data of equipment failure in railway industries. The first category is 
based on equipment performance and condition. The second category is based on data 
obtained from the equipment history. This study concentrates on the second category and 
tries to demonstrate how these historical data can help the rolling stock maintenance 
engineers to optimize the preventive maintenance time intervals. For achieving this, 
reliability analysis is exceedingly important to express the operation condition of the 
system or component [3]. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that a focus on reliability 
is critical for identifying an appropriate maintenance strategy and improvement of 
equipment performance and for ensuring that equipment is available as per schedule [4]. 
In railway industries, it is vital to set the design right by considering reliability at its initial 
stage. However, the operational conditions can have profound influence on the reliability 
of a system or components. To determine the reliability of a system, the critical and major 
equipment history files must be maintained properly, and the appraisals of mean time 
between failures (MTBF) must be done.  

3.   A Case Study  

The reliability characteristic of a piece of equipment can be determined by the analysis of 
time between failure (TBF) data. The methodology, which is followed for the reliability 
analysis comprises: i) understanding of the system and identification and coding of 
subsystems and faults thereof; ii) collection, sorting and classification of TBF data for 
each subsystem and faults, iii) data analysis for verification of the identically and 
independently distributed components, iv) fitting of the TBF data for subsystems and 
faults with a theoretical probability distribution, and v) estimation of the reliability 
parameters of each subsystem with a best-fit distribution. In this study it is assumed that i) 
the system is repairable; ii) the system is subjected to repair and maintenance; iii) the 
studied function is assumed to be independent; and iii) the repaired components are as 
good as new.  

3. 1 Data Collection 

There are different types of failure that may take place during the train service. However, 
only some of them can affect the coaches operation and customer satisfaction, seriously. 
Moreover some of these failures are drastic enough to cause the detachment of a coach or 
several coaches from a train leading to their low availability and thereby affecting the 
customer satisfaction. Since each coach consists of different components, each component 
potentially is amenable to a failure. Therefore, before analysing the failure data, it is 
necessary to classify the coach into subsystems and component so that the failures can be 
categorized. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the components that can lead to failures in a coach. 
Table 1 presents ten possible components of a coach whose failures can lead to the 
detachment of a coach.  

In order to assess the priorities of the coach failures in this case study, the failure 
frequency of each component have been collected over a period of 44 months from 2001 
to 2004. Thereafter, Pareto chart is used to find the most critical component which needs 
more attention. The results of Pareto chart, which is given in Table 2, are from an analysis 
of the high ranking parts and the occurrence rate of failure, and indicate the number of 
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failure occurrences for each part of the total failure occurrence. The most frequent failure 
occurrences are the axle box failure (40.70%), loose of tightening of tyres (19.56%), and 
tyre corrosion (16.08%). Table 2 presents the frequencies of all the components and has 
been sorted by their priorities. 

Table 1:  Components of a Coach whose Failure May Lead to Coach Detachment 

No Components Failures 

1 Tyre & Wheel body Loose of tightening of tyres 
2 Axle Bearing Bearing failure 
3 Tyre Corrosion 
4 Air condition Air condition and electrical circuit failure 
5 Bogie Suspension system broken 
6 Steam heating system Steam generator failure, steam pipe leakage 
7 Buffer Buffer twisted, buffer damaged 
8 Brake system Lack of  releasing, Brake supports failure 
9 Coupler Broken of the hook or chain 

10 Gearbox Gearbox jammed 

 
     According to this Pareto diagram, 76.34% of coaches’ detachments refer to wheel sets’ 
failures which show that the wheel sets are one of the most unreliable components of 
coaches during the service and need more attention. Therefore, in this study, failure data 
for a period of 3 years of different wheel sets have been collected based on daily wheel 
sets’ repairing reports, which had been recorded in Documentation Unit. It should be 
noted that approximately fifty wheel sets of three different types of wheel sets (see Table 
3) in Raja Company have been selected randomly. Each wheel set operates until one of 
the three failures related to the wheel sets that were mentioned in Table 1 takes place.  
     In this study, Time between Failures (TBF) data of three types of wheel sets are 
arranged in chronological order for using statistical analysis to determine the trend of 
failure (See Table 4) and to identify the best fitted distribution for reliability analysis 
which will help to modify the preventive maintenance plan by indicating the time 
intervals for keeping them to an acceptable level of reliability.  

 

 

 

Figure 1: Bogie and Location of Wheel 
Set 

Figure 2: Wheel Set and Its Components 
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Table 2: The Priorities of Failures 

No Components Failures 
Number 

of failures 
Failure 

frequency 

1 Axle Bearing Bearing failure 129 40.70% 
2 Tyre & Wheel set Loose of tightening of tyres 62 19.56% 
3 Tyre Corrosion 51 16.08% 
4 Bogie Suspension system broken 29 9.15% 
5 Air condition Air condition and electrical circuit failure 18 5.68% 
6 Brake system Lack of  releasing, Brake supports failure 11 3.47% 
7 Steam heating system Steam generator failure, steam pipe leakage 7 2.21% 
8 Buffer Buffer twisted, buffer damaged 6 1.89% 
9 Coupler Broken of the hook or chain 3 0.95% 

10   Gearbox Gearbox jammed 1 0.31% 
 Total 317 100% 

3.2    Data Evaluation and Parameter Estimation 

The analysis of reliability data usually is based on the assumption that TBF data are 
independent and identically distributed (iid) in the time domain. Therefore, the next step 
after collection, sorting and classification of the data is validation of the independent and 
identically distributed (iid) nature of the data of each wheel set. 

Table 3: The Various Types of Wheel Sets in RAJA Company 

No. Wheel diameter Brake System Bearing 

I 770 mm Disk brake Spherical 
II 770 mm Disk brake Cylindrical 
III 830 mm Brake shoe Cylindrical 

Otherwise, completely wrong conclusions can be drawn. If the assumption that the data is 
iid is valid, then classical statistical techniques for reliability analysis such as Exponential, 
Lognormal, Weibull, or Normal distribution, etc. can be used [5]. If the evidence of trend 
is concluded, a non-stationary model such as non-homogenous poison process must be 
fitted.  
    Two common methods used to validate the iid assumption are the trend test and the 
serial correlation test which can be applied graphically or analytically. However, in this 
research the graphical methods are used. Using graphical methods, the trend test involves 
plotting the cumulative failure number against the cumulative time. If the curve is concave 
upwards, the data indicates an improving system, and if it is concave downwards, the data 
indicates a deteriorating system. If one obtains a curve that is approximately a straight 
line, then the data is identically distributed and free from trends. Trend tests were carried 
out on TBF data of the three types of wheel sets. Because of lack of space, trend test and 
serial correlation test of wheel sets type III are shown in Figure 3 and 4. In the test, weak 
or no absolute trends were found for wheel sets. Due to no trend in the data, the 
assumption of identical distribution for the TBFs under consideration is not contradicted. 
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Table 4: TBF Data Set for Different Types of Wheel Sets 

TBF (KM) 

Wheel sets I Wheel sets II Wheel sets III 

103548 
169352 
109068 
186512 
71392 
51856 
80790 
99184 

117546 
219882 
207404 
116384 
203706 
47853 

239460 
37710 

121024 
69681 
88869 

110156 
123880 
25463 
91448 
10800 
91652 
61824 
81488 

76488 
212980 
83840 
14707 

143876 
97152 
92600 

162169 
204646 
36800 
21000 
33300 

280878 
69360 
38964 
25462 

138296 
293238 
44912 
36214 
40716 
41784 

300024 
170384 

 
 
 

71696 
190000 
43378 
31858 
94436 
30030 

310752 
193486 
59206 

149348 
324459 
156780 
120600 
130665 
46300 
22951 
99846 
61590 

128015 
147909 
53048 

107204 
120380 
80307 

108540 
31004 

114268 

54426 
25024 
12150 
44454 
84732 
10800 

267080 
104498 
182478 
34408 

104312 
103085 
50450 

162168 
138151 
111388 
196930 
145028 
170258 

132416 
111582 
129778 
33732 
17550 
77962 
40154 
71721 

72176 
30164 
54214 
236850 
17550 
71721 
73482 
58098 
180253 
62684 
190255 
43010 
28110 
38749 
12150 
72082 
65927 
164820 
89708 
98966 
106638 
68524 
63762 
121279 
12686 

 
 

127484 
38568 
98542 
30153 
65423 
165248 
36542 
204216 
77024 
158628 
79957 
24076 
18900 
95125 
25704 
42384 
38129 
24280 
40871 
34526 
30125 
182530 
40800 
101189 
32456 
28823 
231042 

49691 
8112 

52745 
335689 
77456 
97456 
13416 
12412 
31800 
54235 
79012 

117002 
46760 
73156 
56486 
85423 

101753 
120625 
65980 

139654 
81287 

145365 
18896 
28350 
72012 
56200 
71414 

20638 
71000 

214916 
29700 
9152 

49607 
37520 
44780 
87452 
99560 
24812 
69986 
45603 
29554 
50724 
32235 

170459 
74654 
47252 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The result of serial correlation test for three types of wheel sets showed that there in 
no dependency in the data. Then, the assumption of iid for such data is valid.    

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Trend Plot for TBF for Wheel Sets Type III      Figure 4: Serial Correlation Test for TBF 
                                                          for Wheel Sets Type III 

The next step is analysing the TBF data to identify the precise characteristic of failure 
time distributions of wheel sets for estimating the reliability. The idealized probability 
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distributions are commonly used to describe time between failure data set of wheel set. 
Therefore, different types of statistical distributions such as Normal, Exponential, 
Lognormal, Weibull, etc. were examined and their parameters are estimated by using 
ReliaSoft’s Weibull++ 6 software [6]. The Software fits several distribution models based 
on the data, by a number of different methods. The user can then choose a preferred 
model, or accept the model recommended by the software. The results are shown in Table 
5, which indicate that:  

• The best-fit model distribution for wheel sets type I and II is Weibull 3 
parameters;  

• The Lognormal distribution is the best-fit distribution for wheel sets type III; and 

• The mean time between failures (MTBF) for wheel set Type I is 110818 
Kilometers which is bigger then others 

Table 5: Best-fit Distribution for Each Type of Wheel Set’s Data 

Wheel set type Best-fit Distribution Parameters MTBF (Km) 

I Weibull 3 parameter β = 1.3462 ; η = 114120; γ=6121 110818 

II Weibull 3 parameter β = 1.3927 ; η = 101850; γ=4690 97599 

III Lognormal  Mean = 10.9258 ; STD = 0.7813 75433 

3.3       Reliability Estimation of Wheel Sets 

The reliability of each wheel set can be calculated using the best–fit distribution. The 
theoretical reliabilities for all three types of wheel sets at the end of different time 
intervals were computed with parameters of the best-fit distribution with the aid of 
Weibull++6 software package. For example, Figure 5 illustrates the reliability plots and 
PDF for the wheel sets Type I. Then the theoretical reliability of wheel sets at the end of 
different time intervals were calculated and tabulated in Table 6.  
     

 
Figure 5: Reliability Plot and Probability Density Function for Wheel Set Type I 

From Table 6, it is seen that reliability decreases as the mission time increases for 
different types of wheel set. However, the reliability of wheel set type I is higher then II 
and III in the end of different time interval. For instance, after operating of 40000 
kilometers, there are only 0.82, 0.79, and 0.66 probabilities that the wheel sets type I, II 
and III will not be failed respectively. 
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Table 6: Reliability of the Wheel Sets at the End of Different Time Intervals 

Time (Km) Type I Type II Type III 

0 
20000 
40000 
60000 
80000 

100000 

1 
0.9430427532 
0.8228564051 
0.6948205856 
0.5729729573 
0.4635305731 

1 
0.9310715065 
0.7955728317 
0.6522917005 
0.5185463889 
0.4018537559 

1 
0.9046412880 
0.6632273574 
0.4610951569 
0.3206487837 
0.2261788254 

In order to achieve the desired level of reliability, the appropriate maintenance intervals 
are calculated by finding operating time which the expected probability of the failure  (or 
of the occurrence of a fault) is equal 1-R, using the best-fit distribution of TBF data sets. 
In this case study, the preventive maintenance time intervals for different levels of 
reliability, e.g., 0.95, 0.90, 0.80, 0.70 and 0.50, are calculated using ReliaSoft’s 
Weibull++6 software (Table 7).  Form Table 7, it can be seen, for example, that the wheel 
set Type I will work with 80% reliability at least, if the inspection for preventive 
maintenance is carried out before 43572 Km. However, in this condition the maintenance 
time interval for wheel set Type II and III will be 39382, and 28806 respectively. 
     The preventive maintenance time intervals for the different reliability levels in Table 7 
may be used for inspection, repair, servicing, condition monitoring or replacement, 
depending on the safety implications, cost–benefit considerations and nature of the fault. 
Therefore, maintenance engineers are able to decide when it is the appropriate time to 
detach a coach and send the wheel set to the workshop to repair.  

Table 7: Preventive Maintenance Time Interval based on Desired Level of Reliability 

Reliability-based maintenance interval for different desired 

level of reliability, (Kilometers) 
Wheel set 

Type 
50 70 80 90 95 

I 93040 59181 43572 27568 18685 

II 82976 53273 39382 24930 16761 
III 55591 36915 28806 20422 15373 

4.   Conclusions  

This paper presents a failure data analysis in a rolling stock industry. Failure frequency 
analysis shows that the wheel set is the most critical subsystem of a coach passenger train. 
This study demonstrates that type I wheel set, is the most reliable type of wheel sets, 
which can be operated up to 27568 Kms without any reduction in reliability less than 
90%. However, the most important conclusion is the usefulness of reliability analysis in 
selection of the preventive maintenance time intervals of wheel sets, which can be 
amended by maintenance engineers considering a desired level of reliability. For instance, 
the Maintenance Department can calculate how many preventive maintenance tasks will 
have to be increased in a year, if the desired level of reliability is increased from 70% to 
80%? Besides, they are able to assess how much maintenance tasks should be 
implemented earlier? And also in economic condition, how much budget should be 
allocated for increase in reliability? Afterwards a trade off can be made between customer 
satisfaction and investment to increase reliability.  
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